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Abstract (Summary)
Milankovitch proposed that variations in the earth's orbit cause climate variability through a local thermodynamic response to changes in insolation. This hypothesis is tested by examining variability in an atmospheric general circulation model coupled to an ocean mixed layer model subjected to the orbital forcing of the past 165 000 yr. During Northern Hemisphere summer, the model's response conforms to Milankovitch's hypothesis, with high (low) insolation generating warm (cold) temperatures throughout the hemisphere. However, during Northern Hemisphere winter, the climate variations stemming from orbital forcing cannot be solely understood as a local thermodynamic response to radiation anomalies. Instead, orbital forcing perturbs the atmospheric circulation in a pattern bearing a striking resemblance to the northern annular mode, the primary mode of simulated and observed unforced atmospheric variability. The hypothesized reason for this similarity is that the circulation response to orbital forcing reflects the same dynamics generating unforced variability. These circulation anomalies are in turn responsible for significant, fluctuations in other climate variables: Most of the simulated orbital signatures in wintertime surface air temperature over midlatitude continents are directly traceable not to local radiative forcing, but to orbital excitation of the northern annular mode. This has paleoclimate implications: during the point of the model integration corresponding to the last interglacial (Eemian) period, the orbital excitation of this mode generates a 1°-2°C warm surface air temperature anomaly over Europe, providing an explanation for the warm anomaly of comparable magnitude implied by the paleoclimate proxy record. The results imply that interpretations of the paleoclimate record must account for changes in surface temperature driven not only by changes in insolation, but also by perturbations in atmospheric dynamics. [PUBLICATION ABSTRACT]

1. Introduction

Much of the internal variability of the present-day climate stems from well-known modes of climate variability. These modes are products of dynamical processes within the atmosphere-ocean system. Prominent among them are the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon in the Tropics (Philander 1990), and the annular modes in the...
extratropics of the Northern (e.g., Hurrell 1995, Thompson and Wallace 2000; Hurrell et al. 2003) and Southern
(e.g., Kidson 1988; Karoly 1990; Hartmann and Lo 1998; Thompson and Wallace 2000) Hemispheres. Like ENSO,
the northern annular mode (NAM, also known as the North Atlantic Oscillation and Arctic Oscillation) is linked with
significant variability in temperature and other climate variables because of its association with atmospheric
circulation anomalies (e.g., Hurrell et al. 2003). It would therefore alter surface climate if it were perturbed. The
dynamical response of ENSO to orbital forcing has been proposed as an important component of paleoclimate
variability (Clement et al. 1999). However, the extratropical paleoclimate has not been viewed in terms of known
modes of variability, and attention has commonly focused instead on the direct thermodynamic response to orbital
forcing, particularly on how variations in boreal summer insolation can lead to an ice age (Hays et al. 1976; Imbric
et al. 1984). In this study, we demonstrate that the dynamics of NAM are crucial to understanding the Northern
Hemisphere (NH) extratropical wintertime response of a climate model to pure orbital forcing.

2. Experimental design

The model we use to study this issue is an atmospheric general circulation model on a global domain coupled to
mixed layer ocean model consisting of an isothermal 50 m-depth slab. The model has a resolution of approximately
4.5° latitude × 7.5° longitude (see Fig. 2a for a view of the model's NH distribution of oceans and continents).
There are nine vertical levels, with the top level coinciding roughly with a pressure of 25 hPa. As is standard practice
when such a model configuration is employed, seasonal variations in deep ocean heat transport are included as a
prescribed flux at the bottom of the ocean mixed layer. These heat fluxes are chosen to maintain present-day sea
surface temperatures (SSTs) when the present-day orbital configuration is imposed. Sea ice dynamics and
thermodynamics are included. A simple land surface model is employed, where surface temperatures are
determined by heat balance assuming no storage of heat within the land. Soil moisture is predicted using a 15 cm-
depth bucket model formulation.

The variations in insolation associated with changes in the earth's orbit of the past 165 000 yr, taken from Berger
(1992), are imposed on the model in a continuous fashion. We remind the reader briefly of the properties of this
solar forcing. It results from variations in the obliquity of the earth's spin axis relative to the plane of the earth's orbit
about the sun, precession of the earth's spin axis, and fluctuations in the eccentricity of the earth's orbit. Obliquity
varies on a time scale of about 40 000 yr. This changes the geographical distribution of insolation on both a
seasonal- and annual-mean basis. When obliquity is high, the summertime extratropics receive more sunshine,
while less is received elsewhere. The anomaly in the summertime extratropics is much larger than the anomaly
elsewhere. On an annual-mean basis the Tropics receive less sunshine when obliquity is high, while the high
latitudes receive more. The earth's spin axis completes one precessional cycle in about 20 000 yr. This cycle
affects the time of year the earth comes closest to the sun (perihelion). The entire earth receives more sunshine at
perihelion, so that the precessional forcing is in phase globally for any given time of year; however, the anomaly is
largest in the lower the zenith angle. For example, if perihelion coincides with NH summer solstice, the insolation
anomaly is larger in the NH. Unlike obliquity, precession does little to alter the geographical distribution of annual-
mean insolation. Variations in eccentricity, occurring on approximately 100 000-yr time scales, also generate very
little annual-mean signal. Their main effect is to modulate the strength of the precessional forcing.

The pace of the orbital variations of the past 165 000 yr is accelerated by a factor of 30 in the simulation, so that the
actual integration only lasts 5500 yr. The acceleration, which makes the experiment practical given limited
computational resources, does not compromise our ability to diagnose the simulated response to orbital forcing,
since the model equilibrates to the forcing within 10 model years. Even with the orbital variations taking place at the
accelerated pace, this equilibration time is still approximately two orders of magnitude shorter than the time scale of
the forcing's shortest periodicity. Since the experiment's goal is to isolate the effect of orbital forcing on climate
variability, these are the only boundary conditions that change over the course of the integration. Carbon dioxide
and ozone, the only greenhouse gases in the model other than water vapor, are fixed to present-day levels. The
presentday configuration of continental ice sheets is prescribed. The experiment therefore isolates the simulated
response of the atmosphere-ocean system to orbital forcing in the absence of variations stemming from the
historical growth and decay of the North American and Scandinavian ice sheets. More detailed descriptions of the
model and experimental design are provided in Jackson and Broccoli (2003).

3. Analysis techniques

In all raw model time series, both variability generated internally by the model and fluctuations stemming from
orbital forcing are noticeable. A typical example of this is seen in Fig. 1a, which shows the simulated time series of
sea level pressure (SLP) at a grid point near the Azores in the central North Atlantic. Here pronounced variations in
SLP on orbital times scales are visible, as are higher-frequency fluctuations clearly unrelated to orbital forcing and
therefore generated by the model's internal dynamics. To separate the orbital and internal variability, the raw time
series are projected onto obliquity and precession basis functions using a least squares fitting procedure. The time
series of deviations of a given climatic quantity from its mean value of the 165 000-yr simulation X(t), is expressed as
\[X(t) = A^\omega \Phi'(t) + A^\varphi e(t) \cos[\lambda(t) \cdot \varphi^\omega] + R(t), \] (1)

where \(t\) is time, \(\Phi'\) is the deviation of obliquity from its 165 000-yr mean, \(e\) is the eccentricity, and \(\lambda\) is the longitude of perihelion. The fitting procedure determines \(A^\omega\), the amplitude of the response that can be linearly related to obliquity forcing, as well as \(A^\varphi\), the amplitude and \(\varphi^\omega\), the phase of the response that can be linearly related to precessional forcing. The residual \(R(t)\) contains the remainder of the variability.

Lags in the atmosphere-ocean system could make a climate variable at any given time of year more sensitive to orbital insolation anomalies at an earlier time of year. For this reason we allow climate variables to have a phase as well as an amplitude relationship with the orbital forcing in Eq. (1). The phase relationship is treated differently in the precession and obliquity cases. Precessional forcing has a phase relationship with the annual cycle that varies continuously through the ~20 000-yr precessional cycle. Therefore we allow the precession-related climate response to be anywhere from 0° to 360° out of phase with the precessional forcing. A concrete instance of this, which we discuss later in this article, is the simulated response of SST to precessional forcing. Because of the ocean's thermal inertia, SST at any given time of year is generally most sensitive to solar forcing two to three months earlier. For example, the precession-related SST variations in January tend to reach their maximum value over much of the ocean when perihelion occurs in October, and so are in phase with the precessional variation of insolation in October. This information can be captured with an amplitude \((A^\varphi\) and a phase \((\varphi^\omega\).

Obliquity forcing, unlike its precession counterpart, does not have a continuously varying phase relationship with the annual cycle. This is because obliquity-induced insolation anomalies throughout the calendar year are either in phase or out of phase with variations in the tilt of the earth's axis. An obliquity-related climate anomaly at any particular time of year may result from an instantaneous response to a simultaneous insolation anomaly or may instead stem from a sensitivity to obliquity forcing during another season. Either way, it will be either in phase or out of phase with obliquity variations. This information can be captured simply by allowing \(A^\omega\) to be either positive or negative. Our method of extracting the simulated response to obliquity forcing is only appropriate for our atmosphere-mixed layer ocean modeling framework, where the model equilibrates quickly to changes in orbital configuration. If our atmospheric model were coupled instead to a fully dynamical ocean model, response time lags of thousands of years could occur in the deep ocean, and we would need to allow for a continuously varying phase relationship with obliquity to capture this.

Figures 1b-e illustrate how the least squares fitting procedure works for the Azores SLP time series in Fig. 1a. Figure 1c shows \(A^\omega\Phi'(t)\), the variability in the time series that can be linearly related to obliquity forcing. Figure 1d shows \(A^\varphi e(t) \cos[\lambda(t) - \varphi^\varphi]\), the variability that can be linearly related to precessional forcing. The obliquity and precession variations can be combined to give a time series of the total variability that can be linearly related to orbital forcing, which we denote as "orbital" variability (Fig. 1b) throughout this paper. A comparison of Figs. 1a,b reveals that the least squares fitting procedure works reasonably well; there is a clear correspondence, both in amplitude and phase, between the orbital variability captured by the least squares fitting procedure and the orbital variations seen in the raw time series.

In principle, \(R(t)\), the variability remaining when the orbital variability is removed from raw model time series includes three types of fluctuations: 1) internal variability, 2) nonlinear response to orbital forcing, and 3) direct effects of the 100 000-yr variations in eccentricity. In practice, however, in most variables at most locations it is clear from visual inspection of \(R(t)\) that internal variability overwhelmingly dominates the other two types of fluctuations (e.g., Fig. 1e). We therefore denote the residual remaining when orbital variability is removed from raw model time series as "internal" variability throughout this paper.

4. Annular mode response

The model's NH extratropical response to orbital forcing and its main modes of internal variability in this region can be summarized by an empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis of orbital and internal SLP variability (Fig. 2). We show results from both summer [June-July-August (JJA)] and winter [December-January-February (DJF)] seasons to highlight the dramatic difference in the simulated response to orbital forcing between these two seasons.

In summer, the signatures of local heating predominate in the primary pattern of the seasonal-mean SLP response to orbital forcing (Fig. 2a). This pattern consists of anomalously low SLP over continents, and high SLP over oceans. The time series associated with it (black curve, Fig. 2b) is nearly perfectly correlated with a time series representing June NH extratropical orbital forcing (insolation anomalies at 40°N, orange curve, Fig. 2b). When the NH extratropics receive more summer insolation, the land areas warm more than the ocean because of smaller evaporative damping and effective heat capacity over land. This causes a monsoon-like shift of atmospheric mass from the land to ocean.
If the main mode of orbital seasonal-mean SLP variations during winter could also be understood as a local thermodynamic response to orbital forcing, Fig. 2e would be similar to Fig. 2a with smaller amplitudes owing to the smaller size of the DJF insolation anomalies, and the time series associated with it would also be in phase with the forcing. Instead, Fig. 2e shows high SLP concentrated in two lobes over the midlatitude oceans and low SLP over the Arctic, and the associated time series is significantly out of phase with the time series representing December NH extratropical forcing (cf. orange and black curves in Fig. 2f). These features are difficult to explain as a local thermodynamic response to orbital forcing.

The primary mode of orbital DJF SLP variability, shown in Fig. 2e, bears a striking resemblance to the primary mode of internal wintertime SLP variability, shown in Fig. 2g. With high pressure in two lobes associated with the NH Atlantic and Pacific storm tracks, and low pressure over the Pole, this is the model's northern annular mode (NAM). The pattern is very similar to the real atmosphere's NAM (Thompson and Wallace 2000), despite the atmospheric model's coarse resolution. The NAM is hypothesized to dominate wintertime variability in both observations and models because of a positive feedback between midlatitude westerlies and transient eddies in the NH storm tracks (Lorenz and Hartmann 2003). During the positive phase of the NAM, the extratropical eddies flux anomalously large amounts of westerly momentum across ~45°N (Limpasuvan and Hartmann 2000), giving rise to out-of-phase anomalies in the zonal wind between 30°-35° and 55°-60°N. The anomalies in the zonal wind, in turn, organize eddy activity such that the anomalies in the zonal flow are reinforced (Lorenz and Hartmann 2003; Robinson 2000).

The relationship between zonal wind and the NAM is mirrored in the simulation, as seen in the projection of the internal zonal-mean, zonal wind variability onto the primary mode of internal SLP variability (Fig. 3b) When orbital zonal winds are projected onto the primary mode of orbital SLP variability (Fig. 3a), westerly anomalies centered near 55°-60°N and easterly anomalies centered near 30°-35°N also result. Thus, both the horizontal and vertical structures of the primary mode of orbital variability closely resemble those of the NAM. This suggests the same eddy-mean flow interactions governing the primary mode of internal wintertime circulation variability are also at play in selecting the primary mode of orbital wintertime circulation variability. Though they reflect the same fundamental phenomenon, we simplify the following discussion by denoting the mode portrayed in Fig. 2e as the "orbital NAM," and the mode portrayed in Fig. 2g as the "internal NAM." The NAM pattern does not dominate internal SLP variability in summer (Fig. 2c), consistent with the dearth of eddy activity at this time of year.

A comparison of the SLP values shown in Figs. 2e, g indicates that the magnitudes of the SLP anomalies associated with the orbital NAM are comparable to those associated with the internal NAM. This is also suggested by visual inspection of the internal and orbital components of the central North Atlantic SLP time series (shown in Figs. 1b and 1e, respectively). This grid point is located in the North Atlantic lobe of the NAM. The internal and orbital fluctuations here, both of which are associated in large part with the NAM-like modes of variability in Figs. 2e,g, are comparable in magnitude.

5. The meridional SST gradient and the orbital NAM

Robinson (2000) and Kushnir et al. (2002) argue that changes in the meridional surface temperature gradient in midlatitudes can induce changes in the NAM via the relationship between lower-tropospheric baroclinicity and the convergence of the eddy momentum flux in the upper troposphere. They theorize that along a latitude of the enhanced meridional surface temperature gradient, there is increased generation of baroclinic eddies in the lower troposphere and thus increased convergence of the momentum flux in the upper troposphere as the eddies radiate away from their source latitude. The combined effects of the anomalous heat and momentum fluxes by the eddies give rise to equivalent barotropic westerly anomalies throughout the depth of the troposphere. Here we draw on this mechanism to argue that orbitally induced variations in the wintertime extratropical meridional temperature gradient across the main axis of the westerly NAM anomalies near 55°N are very likely to be key to understanding why the model response to orbital forcing during NH winter is dominated by a pattern nearly identical to the NAM. For this reason we explain in this section how orbital variations in this temperature gradient arise in the simulation. We analyze the fluctuations stemming from obliquity and precessional forcing separately, since the mechanisms whereby the two types of forcing generate these fluctuations are different.

We focus first on obliquity. Figure 4a shows a Hovmöller diagram of the obliquity component of wintertime zonal-mean SST variability. A clear out-of-phase relationship is seen between SST poleward and equatorward of about 45°N. When obliquity is high, DJF SSTs fall below the mean in the Tropics, and rise above the mean in high latitudes. This pattern reveals that the wintertime SST response to obliquity forcing is controlled by the annual-mean insolation anomaly. When obliquity is high, the high latitudes receive significantly more insolation in the summertime, while the Tropics receive less. Though in winter the entire hemisphere receives less sunshine when obliquity is high, the summertime forcing is much larger than that of winter, so that the annual-mean forcing is dominated by the summertime signal. Hovmöller plots of zonal-mean SST for each of the other seasons (not shown), reveal a nearly identical pattern to that in Fig. 4a, confirming that the mixed layer ocean has enough memory of the large summertime forcing in the nonsummer seasons that the SST response follows the...
A somewhat similar pattern to Fig. 6c emerges when orbital SATs are projected onto the orbital NAM (Fig. 6a), with unforced case, and 2) those related to the SST anomalies responsible for exciting the orbital NAM (Figs. 4 and 5). The latter result from the direct thermodynamic response to orbital forcing, as described in section 4. Since they are

The causal relationship between the meridional SST gradient and the orbital NAM pattern is suggested by an examination of Figs. 4b and 5b; both the obliquity and precession components of the meridional SST gradient are nearly perfectly in phase with their respective components of the orbital NAM. The direction of causality between the SST gradient and the NAM is somewhat ambiguous because the NAM also gives rise to a meridional surface temperature gradient via compressional heating and cooling in the zonally symmetric vertical motion associated with it; however, the SST anomalies seen in Figs. 4a and 5a are very consistent with a direct thermodynamic response to orbital forcing. Moreover the wintertime SST response to orbital forcing behaves very similarly to the SST response in other seasons (not shown), when dynamical processes are much weaker and the direct thermodynamic response is sure to dominate. The high likelihood that the SST anomalies in Figs. 4a and 5a mainly reflect a direct thermodynamic response to orbital forcing implies that fluctuations in the extratropical meridional SST gradient are forcing orbital NAM variability, rather than the other way around.

6. Impacts of orbital NAM variability

Significant surface air temperature (SAT) variability is associated with the NAM, as indicated by the projection of internal SAT anomalies onto the internal NAM time series (Fig. 6c). The stronger surface westerlies implied by the SLP pattern in Fig. 2g advect warm marine air over cold continents, and cold continental air over warm oceans. This creates a zonally asymmetric SAT pattern, with warm SATs over mid- to high-latitude continents, and cold SATs over mid- to high-latitude oceans. The anomalies are particularly large over northern Europe, Canada, the Greenland Sea, and the northern North Pacific. This is very similar to the SAT pattern associated with the positive phase of the real atmosphere’s NAM (e.g., Hurrell 1995, Thompson and Wallace 2000). These authors also demonstrated that the SAT anomalies associated with the observed NAM result from advection of warm and cold air masses by the NAM’s anomalous circulation, as described above.

A somewhat similar pattern to Fig. 6c emerges when orbital SATs are projected onto the orbital NAM (Fig. 6a), with warm temperatures over northern Europe and Canada, and cold temperatures over the Greenland Sea and northern North Pacific. However, this pattern is difficult to interpret definitively because it contains SAT anomalies from two sources: 1) those generated by the circulation anomalies associated with the orbital NAM, as in the unforced case, and 2) those related to the SST anomalies responsible for exciting the orbital NAM (Figs. 4 and 5). The latter result from the direct thermodynamic response to orbital forcing, as described in section 4. Since they are related to the mechanism forcing the orbital NAM, they are highly correlated with the orbital NAM index. However, they obviously cannot be interpreted as an impact of the orbital NAM.

To clarify this issue, we removed the zonal-mean variability from the orbital SAT time series and reprojected the zonally asymmetric orbital SAT variability onto the orbital NAM time series (Fig. 6b). This allow us to focus more on the SAT impact of the orbital NAM because SAT anomalies resulting from variability in the surface westerlies across the zonally asymmetric NH land-ocean configuration are more strongly reflected in the zonally asymmetric component of orbital SAT variability, while SAT anomalies resulting directly from the zonally symmetric orbital forcing are more strongly reflected in the zonally symmetric component. The overwhelming similarity between Figs. 6b and 6c suggests that this decomposition worked: Since the pattern in Fig. 6c can be thought of as an impact of the internal NAM, the fact that the pattern in Fig. 6b is nearly identical to it suggests the zonally asymmetric component of orbital SAT variability can be understood as an impact of the orbital NAM.

Over North America and Eurasia poleward of about 45°N, the zonally symmetric SAT pattern of Fig. 6b accounts for most of the total orbital SAT variability seen in Fig. 6a. In these regions, simulated continental wintertime SAT
variations traceable to orbital forcing are therefore determined mainly by the orbital forcing of the atmospheric circulation, rather than a local response to radiative forcing. We return to this point when we discuss the palaeoclimatic implications of our study in section 7.

7. Rules of thumb

Lacking the observed variation in ice volume over the past 165 000 yr, our simulation likely differs in significant ways from the actual climate variations during this period, particularly at times when the ice sheet distribution differed significantly from the present. However, our idealized experiment gives useful rules of thumb that can be used to interpret the actual palaeoclimate record and understand past controls on the NAM:

1) Difference between the summer and winter response of the NH climate. During summertime, the circulation response can be understood in terms of a simple local thermodynamic response to orbital forcing; a positive insolation anomaly warms the continents more than the oceans, which leads to low SLP over continents and high SLP over the oceans. On the other hand, in wintertime, the NH response to orbital forcing includes not only a passive thermodynamic response, but also a dynamic response that resembles the dominant mode of internal atmospheric variability. The direct wintertime thermodynamic response to orbital forcing gives rise to variations in the NH extratropical meridional SST gradient. Consistent with the mechanisms outlined in Robinson (2000) and Kushnir et al. (2002), the changes in the midlatitude surface temperature gradient are associated with changes in the tropospheric zonal flow that project onto the signature of the NAM. The dominance of the NAM in internal wintertime variability, and its weakness in summer, can be traced to the relative strength of synoptic-scale eddy activity in winter.

2) Importance of the extratropical meridional SST gradient during winter. The tight relationship between orbital variations in this quantity and the wintertime circulation suggests it may be particularly useful for understanding past NH wintertime climate variability. Paleoclimate proxies of anomalies in this gradient, whether they arise from orbital forcing or for other reasons, may provide information about past variations in the wintertime circulation and climate.

3) Seasonal lags between forcing and response. Examining the climate response to continuously varying orbital forcing forces one to confront seasonal lags between forcing and response. Because of the thermal inertia of the ocean, the phasing of the primary mode of the orbital wintertime circulation variability is controlled by insolation anomalies in other seasons: The obliquity component phasing is controlled by annual-mean obliquity forcing, which is dominated by the summertime obliquity signal, while the phasing of the precessional component is controlled by the fall precessional signal. This information would have been overlooked if we had approached this problem by simply taking snapshots of the simulated climate response to orbital forcing at different moments in the past, as is often done in paleoclimate modeling. The design of our experiment and the results we obtained from it also underscores the possibility that any seasonal climate signal revealed in a paleoclimate proxy is not necessarily related to insolation anomalies in that same season, as is often assumed to be the case.

8. Implications

The variability simulated in our model may correspond to actual climate variations during periods of the past 165 000 yr when the ice sheet distribution resembled that of the present day. This condition is met during the Holocene period, extending approximately 11 000 yr before present. An examination of the time series of the orbital NAM (black curve, Fig. 2f) reveals the orbital forcing did not cause large NAM-like fluctuations. This apparently weak response to the Holocene period arises largely because of destructive interference between the obliquity and precessional components of the time series (cf. the solid black curves in Figs. 4b and 5b). The insolation in mid-fall due to precession was greater than normal during the Holocene period, reaching a maximum when perihelion occurred in October approximately 6000 yr ago. This strengthened the extratropical wintertime meridional SST gradient. Obliquity, on the other hand, was relatively high during this period, weakening the extratropical wintertime meridional SST gradient. This partially counteracted the precessional forcing and made for only relatively small perturbations to the wintertime circulation: We created a combined orbital and internal NAM index based on the raw model time series over the past 11 000 yr by taking the difference in DJF zonal-mean pressure between 38°N and the North Pole. In this time series (not shown), the orbital signals are barely visible, being dominated by the internal variability. We therefore predict small perturbations to the NAM due to orbital forcing during the Holocene period compared to levels of variability generated internally by the atmosphere.

The ice sheet distribution also resembled that of the present-day during the last interglacial, or Eemian period, which lasted from approximately 130 000 to 110 000 yr before present. In contrast to the Holocene period, the orbital NAM reached its maximum value of the entire model time series at about this time (Fig. 2f, black curve), peaking about 120 000 yr before present. This is mainly because perihelion occurred in the NH in the fall then, and high eccentricity at this time amplified the precessional forcing (Fig. 5b). (Figure 4 shows that obliquity was near average at this time, so that obliquity forcing contributed little to the Eemian maximum in the orbital NAM.) This may explain why paleoclimate proxy records indicate winters in Europe during the mid-Eemian period were significantly
warmer than the present day (Zagwijn 1996; Aalbersberg and Litt 1998, Klotz et al. 2003). A high NAM index at this time would have increased advection of warm maritime air over the European continent, increasing temperatures there, as in Fig. 6b.

In fact, a time series of simulated orbital SAT averaged over the European continent reaches its maximum of the entire simulation at the midpoint of the Eemian period, approximately 120 000 yr ago (Fig. 7, solid black curve). The SAT in this continental area might be expected to equilibrate quickly to direct orbital forcing and would therefore be in phase with DJF insolation anomalies if SAT simply responded thermodynamically to orbital forcing. This is the case in summer: JJA insolation anomalies over Europe are nearly perfectly in phase with JJA SATs (not shown). However, it is clear from Fig. 7 that DJF insolation anomalies averaged over the latitudes of Europe are not in phase with SAT. Instead, there is a nearly perfect in-phase relationship between European SAT and the orbital NAM. The ~1.2°C simulated warming over Europe 120 000 yr ago relative to the present can account for a significant fraction of the roughly 2°C wintertime warming inferred from various paleoclimate proxy data (Zagwijn 1996; Klotz et al. 2003). This comparison must not be taken too literally, of course, as the model result represents a continent-wide average, while the proxy data are representative of local conditions and feedbacks completely unresolved by this coarse resolution model. Still, the simulated orbital SAT signal is large enough to suggest that wintertime European temperature fluctuations during the Eemian period were controlled at least in part by a NAM-like circulation response to orbital forcing. The raw time series of European SAT (light gray curve in Fig. 7) serves as a reminder that some warming could also be explained by internal NAM variability; the internal variability in the SAT time series—well correlated with the internal NAM—is comparable in magnitude to its orbital counterpart.

Figure 6b also shows that the Middle East experiences colder anomalies when the orbital NAM index is high. Our results are therefore also in harmony with the work of Felis et al. (2004), who found that Red Sea corals record colder wintertime temperatures during the Eemian period. As in our study, these authors find a high-NAM-index pattern dominating the wintertime temperature response of a climate model to Milankovitch forcing during the Eemian period, and infer from this that the coral signals they uncover are likely driven by anomalies in the atmospheric circulation.

Finally, we note that several studies have identified NAM-like patterns dominating the NH wintertime atmosphere response to other types of external forcings, such as increasing greenhouse gases, volcanic forcing, and changes in solar irradiance (Robock and Mao 1995; Shindell et al. 1999; Fyfe et al. 1999; Shindell et al. 2001; Stenchikov et al. 2002; Gillett et al. 2002; Shindell et al. 2004). Therefore our study adds to the growing body of evidence that the NAM-like patterns are excited by external forcings with a wide variety of spatial structures and time scales.
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